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1. We are on the right track!
At first a big „thank you“ goes to all
donators for helping and supporting us in
every respect. There are on the one hand
the financial supporters, who give us the
possibility to provide lunch for the kids
every day. On the other hand the people,
who sent us contributions in kind as you
can see below. And not to forget the
volunteers, that spend time and money
for coming to Namibia, to support the kids
as good as they can.
But we, as the operating organization give
our best, too.
We have the idea of generating own
money and decrease the dependence from
our donators in worse times. Therefore we
recently started with the needle work
group. The first pillow slips are finished to
go on their way to Germany for selling.
Moreover the first patches in african style
are prepared to be completed to nice
blankets.
Next to the needle work, plans of our own
calenders and shopping bags with the logo
and photos of UNCSO are in our minds.
We hope, that there are people, who will
enjoy our products and support the work
of UNCSO.
Have a bias toward action – let’s see something happen now. You can break that big plan
into small steps and take the first step right away.
Indira Gandhi

2. Volunteers Corner
Volunteers present:
Werner Bojert (62), teacher
Bremen, Germany
07.02. – 17.07.2011
Ann-Christin Langer (19),
high school graduate
Kaierslautern, Germany
15.05. – 28.06.2011
Lena Holzapfel (19),
high school graduate
Kaiserslautern, Germany
15.05. – 29.07.2011
Dorothee Kitz (23), student
of International Cultural and
Business Studies
Erlangen, Germany
15.05. – 29.07.2011
Ariane Tonn (23),
student of business economics
Greifswald, Germany
13.7. - 22.9.2011

3. Work at UNCSO
Beyond the daily program which included the eating and the study time as well as
regular home visits and leisure activities, the following special events took place
during the last three month:




Parents evening
Riverparty
Hygiene day

5.

Changes

New achievements during the last months:
 we safeguarded our center now with grills
 the painting in green, red, blue and yellow was done by the volunteers

4. Donations
Our project has been supported by following donations. The help of the donators
makes the work in the project possible. Thank you!
Clothes, Underwear, Blankets, Hats and a box of toys

Furthermore, we take the opportunity to say thank you to all our sponsors and
donators over DNG and the private ones for your loyalty and support during 2011!!
Deutsch- Namibische Gesellschaft:
Kontonummer: 2 113 508 00
Bankleitzahl: 300 800 00
Bank: Commerzbank AG
Verwendungszweck: UNCSO Usakos

Savings account:
First National Bank; Branch Karibib;
Branch code: 281073;
Account no. 62124732258
SWIFT-BIC: FIRNNANX

For any information please contact Marianne Izaaks (Namibia) or Ingrid
Pfannkuchen (Germany) or have a look at our homepage:
www.uncso.com,
www.praktikum-namibia.de
5. Future
In January, at the beginning of the new school year, the children will need new
school uniforms, new stationeries and the school fees have to be paid.
That´s why our hopes and wishes for the future are:
 donations for school fees school and school uniforms
 stationeries like pens, pencils, ruler, rubber and sharpener
Furthermore we would like to buy a computer for the center, so that we can learn
the kids the basic knowledge referring handling a computer. It could also be used to
play some educational games. In this connection new speakers could be useful, too.
For a better learning progress we would like to provide the children during our
study time the same textbooks like they use in school. Therefore donations for
realization would be helpful.

